Bona Commercial System™
Resilient Floor Renovation Solution
Introducing Bona®’s newest innovation for resilient floors! We now offer an efficient and effective solution that transforms and
extends the life of your floors like no other product on the market!
From VCT, to LVT, to linoleum and rubber floors, restoring them to their former beauty or even better, transforming them to a whole
new color and look, is now a possibility instead of the hassle of replacing old, worn floors.
Benefits of the Bona Commercial System™ Resilient Floor Renovation Solution:
•

50% faster than replacing the current floor

•

Less labor intensive

•

More cost effective over the life of the floor

•

Safer for students, staff and building tenants

•

No need to ever strip the floor again

Our resilient floor renovation solution offers a range of seven base colors, and 15 color chip options to offer infinite color
combinations which create a unique, beautiful floor that can handle extreme daily wear and tear.

CUSTOM
COMBINATION
OPTIONS

Base Colors:

STEEL GRAY

FOG

OCEAN

TURKISH BLUE

WARM PEWTER

TWILIGHT

SPUN SUGAR

Base Color Chip Options:

BLACK

WHITE

NEUTRAL GRAY

MEDIUM GRAY

IVORY

BEIGE

TRUE BLUE

HEAVEN

MOSS

LIPSTICK RED

ROSE

SILVER MICA

MAUI BLUE

Premium Color Chips:

SCHIST STONE
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™

At an on-site demo, your team will receive training on the six-step
transformation process that will provide long-lasting, highly durable, low
maintenance resilient floors for years to come.
Prep. Strip. Clean. Base Color. Coat. Maintain.
Renovation
By using the Bona Commercial System resilient floor renovation solution,
you will achieve significant savings for the facility versus tearing out and
replacing an old, worn floor. A color and finish system for VCT, LVT,
linoleum, sheet vinyl and rubber floors, providing dramatic makeovers
and color changes that can be done easily and quickly with outstanding
results.
Cleaning
Regular maintenance is the key to a long lasting, durable floor.
The professional grade hard-surface floor cleaner is an effective,
residue-free solution to thoroughly clean and preserve the finish. Our
Bona Commercial System™ Microfiber Dry Dusting Pad and Microfiber
Wet Cleaning Pad along with our durable aluminum mop with a 24”
wide flared edge base, make it simple, quick, and cost-effective to
maintain resilient floors.
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Contact your Bona Sales Representative
to request a demo today!
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